
Above All, Create Meaningful Tasks While Addressing Gaps 
in Learning!

Hard work, perseverance, and sustained engagement on the part 
of students increases when the tasks they are called upon to do 
are perceived as important. This is especially true for students who 
have found themselves in academic holes. Students who are not 
high achievers are apt to receive more passive, structured, less 
creative tasks. This tendency can exacerbate the situation. Asking 
students who are already frustrated at school to plow through 
worksheets or computer screens will not likely catapult them to 
higher levels of success. Meaningful, relevant tasks can serve to 
pull them back into the academic fold. 

Move 6: Infuse Motivational Techniques

Why It Matters: 

Learners with gaps in learning may (understandably!) experience diminished academic confidence. Tackling something new is risky—learners may 
experience failure or embarrassment. When presented with a new task, learners’ brains evaluate the risk level. Is success or failure a more likely 
outcome? Students who have experienced significant failure may display a reluctance to even embark on a task or may abruptly stop at the first 
sign of struggle. They may answer questions reluctantly—or not at all—out of fear of making mistakes. 

Changing the dynamics of failure requires patience and an understanding of the plight of struggling students. Indeed, it takes courage for learners 
to continue coming to school when they are behind in their academics. They may put up walls of protection, act out, or even shut down. They may 
tear up their graded papers or pretend that school does not matter. 

To Get Started:

Some effective strategies for building motivation and engagement include:

• Provide a fresh start with a warm welcome to class. 
• Model a positive attitude on making mistakes. 
• Craft short bursts of tasks that enable opportunities for genuine 

commendation. 
• Consider station teaching that allows for shorter, diverse tasks with 

movement. 
• Convert some tasks to hands-on exercises, such as sorts, labs, and 

manipulatives. 
• Begin class with captivating starters that enable students to 

experience success right away. 
• Incorporate novelty, such as sticky note responses splashed on the 

walls. 
• Encourage movement, including a brisk walk right before classes, 

particularly in the afternoons. 

• Incorporate student choice throughout class. Particularly for 
students with gaps, this can increase their perception of autonomy. 
They chose the task! 

• Scaffold missing pieces in the context of mastering something new. 
(Step #2) 

• Accelerate learners as much as possible by providing critical prior 
knowledge just in time for new learning (Step #3) 

• Establish short term goals that can be checked off, providing 
reachable bursts of success.

• Include real-world, relevant components that tap into students’ 
interests.

• Craft cooperative experiences in which students play a critical part 
of a team.

• Encourage extra-curricular activities that enable students to 
demonstrate strengths.

• Include students with gaps in leadership opportunities.
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Tasks that build leadership, teamwork, and a sense of community can facilitate academic growth. 

Why It Matters: 

• Cooperative learning incorporates a perfect blend of structure, personal autonomy, and teamwork. Cooperative learning is 
quite different than simply “group work.” Each student has a specific task they undertake independently. These individual tasks 
then synthesize into a group response or solution. 

• Cooperative learning can be the perfect fit to build content confidence prior to independent work. 
• Cooperative learning is easily differentiated . . . but every task is equally important. 

To Get Started:

On a small scale, cooperative learning might be a paired reading, each with a distinct 
task. One might be the reader, the other the scribe. After a page of reading, partners 
switch roles. For quick processing breaks, learners might think for one minute, then 
share their ideas with a team, and lastly present their top two best solutions or ideas. 
The common thread: 

• Each student has a distinct role
• Independent work contributes to a group goal

A wonderful strategy to incorporate is a strategy called “placematting.” The template 
shown provides the structure. First, students work in their section. Next, they share their 
research/results with the team. Finally, the team synthesizes what’s been learned into a 
task the develops in the center.

Placematting Examples: 

• Using the same text, each reader presents a different perspective. For example, the 
mayor’s view, citizen’s opinions, etc. In the center, learners decide “What’s the best 
course of action?” 

• Learners each take a piece of the learning, such as parts of cells, planets, 
types of animals, figurative language, presidents, or types of energy. 
Next, students share what they learned. In the center, a thought-provoking 
question is posed that incorporates all work done.

Cooperative Strategies to Consider: 

• My Partner Said
1.  First, respond on your own.  
2.  Share answers with a partner. 
3.  Respond to class beginning with “My Partner Said”

• Jigsaw
1.  Divide jobs up, such as parts of the respiratory system.
2.  Students become experts in their tasks first. 
3.  Share with group key findings of research.
4.  Merge findings into summarizing task.  

• Front Page
1.   Students select jobs, such as reporter, editor,  

or artist.
2.  In groups, convert text to today’s front-page news. 

Figure 5.1: First, students work alone. 
Next, they merge their work into a 
separate group task.
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Move 5: Incorporate Cooperative Learning 

Even in the best of instructional situations, students develop gaps in learning. Learners simply do not master things at the same pace. Students grasp and retain 
concepts best when learning is robust, engaging, and cooperative. Students also need adequate practice time and feedback. Therefore, when a significant 
learning disruption has occurred, such as a pandemic, gaps can further develop. 

The abrupt shift to remote learning has left a wake of challenges in its path. Technology availability and content support at home are two obvious ones. 
Additionally, some learners are more adept at teaching themselves. What we know is that high achieving, self-motivated students tend to do well at remote 
learning. For everyone else? At a minimum, frustration can loom without the support of face-to-face teachers. Educators are bracing for academic gaps that 
have incurred during this time. 

The instructional moves outlined here are designed to take students forward in a positive way, in which new learning opportunities can be realized. Gaps are 
addressed in this plan, but in the context of new learning. Rather than reteaching a laundry list of deficits, this path remediates past skills just in time to apply 
them to new learning situations. 
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The plan for closing gaps in context begins with mapping out learning expectations for the upcoming unit. This step is essential to proactively and 
strategically identify the gaps most essential to the new learning at hand. Remediation and scaffolding will have the purpose of enabling students to 
be successful on new concepts, not old ones. This is in contrast to remediation out of context, which is often more difficult for learners and also less 
likely to result in content retention.

Why It Matters: 

• Missing skills are remediated and supported in the context of new 
learning expectations. Application of the skills to the new concepts 
supports success in class today.

• Students realize success on new concepts, as opposed to  
feeling “behind.” 

• Positive feedback is more likely realized, as propensity for  
success increases. 

• Skills are prioritized in importance, as opposed to making  
“all gaps equal.” 

• There is a focus on opportunities for new learning, rather than 
simply closing deficits. 

To Get Started:

1. Create a visual organizer of the unit (not lesson) learning 
expectations, and write the unit idea in the center bubble. 

2. Craft learning targets that will crescendo into mastery of the  
central idea. 

3. Include the verbs of the standard.

Move 1: Create a Map of Learning Expectations 

Figure 1.1 Figure 1.2
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